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Dallas (February 22, 2011) - By incorporating diagnosis-based teaching guides in the 

skilled nurse progress notes and OASIS assessments; Axxess’ Agencycore is the first 

home health software home to provide nurses with instant and convenient access to 

information about diseases, conditions, and wellness issues in language they can 

understand. With this integrated access, home health nurses can learn about the latest 

treatments, look up information on a drug or supplement, find out the meanings of 

words, or view medical videos or illustrations. They can also get links to the latest 

medical research on several topics or find out about clinical trials on a disease or 

condition. 

Home health nurses nationwide that utilize Axxess’ Agencycore Home Health Software 

can now enjoy the benefits of having instant and convenient access to teaching guides 

based on patient diagnoses while completing their progress notes within Agencycore. 

Axxess Agencycore home health software offers extensive information from the 

National Institutes of Health and other trusted sources on over 800 diseases and 



conditions. There are directories, a medical encyclopedia and a medical dictionary, 

easy-to-understand tutorials on common conditions, tests, and treatments, health 

information in Spanish, extensive information on prescription and nonprescription 

drugs, health information from the media, and links to thousands of clinical trials. The 

information is updated daily.  

With an unmatched commitment to helping home health agencies improve compliance, 

Axxess’ Agencycore home health software helps improve patient outcomes by helping 

home health nurses improve the care provided to their patients. Medical review audits 

by regulators make it imperative for home health agencies to properly and accurately 

document the care provided to their patients. Home health agencies are required to 

prove that their services are medically necessary and Axxess’ Agencycore home health 

software helps home health agencies prove medical necessity, improve compliance, 

improve the quality of their clinicians’ documentation and reduce documentation 

errors. 

Visit www.axxess.com to learn more about AgencyCore Home Health Care Software. 

About Axxess  

Axxess is a leading provider of support, consulting, training and technology services to 

the home health care industry. Axxess provided customized and cost-effective solutions 

to the home health care industry. Committed to delivering innovation, Axxess 

collaborates with its clients to help them become high-performance businesses. With 

deep industry and business process expertise, broad resources and a proven track 

record, Axxess mobilizes the right people, skills and technologies to help clients 

improve their performance. Axxess is headquartered in Dallas, TX. Please visit 

www.axxessconsult.com to learn more about Axxess. 
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